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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jo AnnWelcomeThanks to support from the Carpenter Foundation and Lilly Endowment, ATS launched comprehensive research project on Women in Theological Education in January, 2017.Focus groups of women and men deans & women presidents—big questions on the state of women in leadershipSurvey—women’s perspectives, experiences, state of women’s leadership in theological educationInterviews—their stories on leadership journeysHow encouraging last night was…bring us back to earth…Some weighty topics…but overall, hopeful picture of women in leadership in TESample   Debbie



Sample

Survey
• N = 573
• WIL participants, random sample—

current ATS

• 54% Faculty
• 28% Senior-level leader

• Under-represented by EV, RCO
• Over-represented by Afr Am/Black

Interviews
• N = 30
• Survey participants, 10+ years in TE, 

stratified random sample

• 63% Faculty
• 63% Senior-level leader

• Well-represented by ecclesial family
• Over-sampled women of color (37%)

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Research Project, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe project:Focus groups of women and men deans & women presidents—big questions on the state of women in leadershipSurvey—state of women’s leadership in theological education; women’s perspectives, experienceInterviews—their stories on leadership journeysThanks to team on project:  Jo Ann Deasy, Mary Young, Barbara WheelerResponse Sets—survey and interview:Survey Response Set:Surveyed all women attended WIL event + randomly selected women currently at ATS school = 573 respondents (32% response rate)10% not currently at ATS schoolAbout half = faculty; vast majority full-time; evenly distributed across rankUnderrepresented by EV, RCO schoolsOver-sampled women of color, women from Canadian schools  make sure had enough respondentsRare but good state:  over-represented by Black, well-represented by CanadianCapture women’s perspectives:  state of women in leadership in TE, their habits, opinions, and experiencesInterview Sample:To flesh out deeper understanding of issues:  capture stories of smaller group of womenPulled stratified random sample from survey participants, indicated 10+ years in TEAbout 2/3 faculty, about 2/3 senior-level(70% were in current role <10 years)Had more control over the sample:  well-represented by ecclesial familyOver-sampled women of color (37%)—25% in databaseTopics overview   Debbie



Pathways Preparation Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rich data  many interesting results (some confirming hunches, several surprises); for this session, highlight…3 Important Pictures of Women in Leadership in Theological Education:Career PathwaysHow you got to where you areFocus on mentors and advocatesLeadership skill preparationHow prepared you feel you areContinuing systemic challengesAddress one broad issue, in particularWill conclude by  exploring concrete solutionsNB:  Title of session at presidents’ intensive—Does the Stained Glass Ceiling Still Exist?Handout—Colloquy article:  current statistics of women in ATS schools (for your later viewing)after 20 years, still have not broken through the 30% barrier, even in contexts with no confessional constraintsrepresentation/numeric parity is important component, definitely…will also nuance additional components of stained glass ceiling in this sessionCareer Pathways   Jo Ann



Career Pathways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Career PathwaysHow do women get to where they are in leadership?What kind of difference does the presence of supporters make?Interviews:  how got to where you are?   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Career Pathways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Word cloud of types of careers reported by survey respondents.Used interviews to better understand  how women got to their current positionsInterviews:  Routes   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Interviews, 2017

Career Pathways
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviews:  question about how they got to current position; coded for type of routesApplied?  If did not apply, appointed?  Tapped?  (click)Teals=initiated by someone else;  Oranges=initiated by selfTapped = did not apply; invited to take a position…Appointed/elected = did not apply, but agreed to be considered by search committeeAsked to apply = still went through application processDefault = “well, someone had to do it”; conscious decisionApplied/initiatedCouple observations:about same took initiative—mid and senior…small percentage (20-25%)  (click)much greater percentage of mid-level leaders were tapped for their position…	 almost 65% mid, just over 40% senior  (click)According to research, male presidents report same route  yet more men in top leader roles?      (Leadership that Works:  A study of theological school presidents…Wheeler et al, Dec 2010)begs the question why more men in upper-level roles?(More men in theological education?...or more in pipeline?Men seen as natural leaders?...or male leadership seen as normative?)Few reflections:Large percentage of women tapped for their position  underscores importance, for representation of womenHowever, may leave women in precarious situation  individual, not group, placed you in position	***Matter of future security.Survey: mentors/advocates  Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Picture of some of the support networksMentor:  70% yes    (56% woman mentor)  (NO CLICK)Even more interesting  presence of those in positions of power…Women in positions of influence/power who have strongly advocated for your leadership:  	51%	How important was her/their advocacy for your professional journey?  95% important (women), 41% veryMen in positions of influence/power who have strongly advocated for your leadership:	76%How important was his/their advocacy for your professional journey?  96% important (men), 47% very***Importance of advocates cannot be overstated.Far larger report of men advocates  greater chance of encountering men in this world (many more men available)Will address later how presence of mentors/advocates is related to needed leadership skills, but here…Ample opportunity x advocates (men/women)   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One nuance of advocacy  seen in opportunities that emerge from the advocacyOf those who had woman advocate, over 84% agreed (over 30% strongly) they had ample opportunity to put leadership training to use.  Only 73%, for those who did not have woman advocate.   (Still statistically significant difference, at .05 level)Compare to picture of male advocacy (click)  even greater difference between those who had and those who didn’t have man advocate (click)(Statistically significant difference, at .01 level)***These data highlight the importance of advocacy, particularly male advocacy, for elements of women’s professional journey…as in, having ample opportunities to lead.In the survey, didn’t ask specifically what the advocates do,but in interviews, women named variety of roles that support networks play—from mentors to advocates to coaches.In fact…Types/Sources of Support   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Interviews, 2017

Career Support
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Interviews:  Sources & Types of SupportIn fact, in their stories, women named a wide network of support….Outside campus, sources of support23 interviewees mentioned support external to their schools/departmentsFamily, by far (partners, parents, children)Then participating in professional orgs, education/training in leadershipTypes of support—ways school’s colleagues and leadership were of support20 interviewees referenced receiving various kinds of support from internal leadership and colleagues (list is not mutually exclusive)***Key take-aways, this section:  Advocacy:Message for women in senior-level leadership:  take initiative on behalf of “juniors” in room; find potential; be the one to tapMessage for mid-level or not yet:  not enough to apply, find and develop networks with people who have power to tapNetworks of support—important to cultivateQualities/dispositions/skills needed for leadership  rarely found in just one person“Complete Your Crew” (Colloquy article, see conference folder)  mentor map…what areas?  Where are gaps?Preparation for leadership   Debbie



Fundraising

Grant writing

Board leadership

Mediation

…
Preparation for Leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preparation for LeadershipTwo survey questions help us better understand where to place energy in preparing for leadership…Reasons for professional success   Debbie



0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Support and mentoring from women

My family
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Innate abilities

Personal determination

Growth and development of skills

My education

Reasons for Professional Success

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Preparation for Leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preparation for LeadershipSurvey question:  What have been the main reasons, other than the grace of God, for the success you have experienced so far in your professional journey?  (check all that apply)As see again  networks of support are important, but, despite importance of tapping and advocacy, women attributed success more frequently to “my education” and “growth and development of skills”So…OWN THAT!  Attend to your education & development!Closer look at skills needed…(click)  next slide has lot; will walk throughLeadership skill preparation (all skills)   Debbie



Fundraising
Grant writing

Mediation
Budgeting/financial management

Board leadership
Change management

Navigating organizational politics
Conflict management

Facilitating uncomfortable conversations
Networking/building social capital

Strategic planning
Ability to delegate

Ability to motivate others
Decision-making skills
Communication skills

Inter-personal skills
Articulating the organization's vision/mission
Valuing human resources of the organization

Generous listening

Leadership Skill Preparation

Not at all prepared Slightly prepared Somewhat prepared Mostly prepared Completely prepared

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership Skill PreparationSecond, survey question:  How well prepared are you with the following leadership skills?**19 skills, rate preparedness for each  purple indicates good preparation; orange indicates lack preparationlist developed and used in search for ATS executive director last yearFew observations: Generally, women feel prepared  predominance of purpleNote how “soft skills”, and skills known to be required of senior leaders (e.g., vision, decision-making), are at top (click)Also, necessary concrete skills (e.g., budget, board development) are bottom—where respondents feel least preparedResearch has shown…(Leadership that Works:  A study of theological school presidents…Wheeler et al, Dec 2010)	 if so, then why unprepared men are senior leaders and unprepared women aren’t?Something else at play?Does the presence of a mentor or advocate make a difference in skill preparation?  If so, which skills?Leadership skill preparation (presence of mentors…)   Debbie



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership Skill PreparationSecond, survey question:  How well prepared are you with the following leadership skills?**19 skills, rate preparedness for each Does presence of mentors make a difference in how prepared in leadership skills?Does participation in leadership development make a difference in skills?If so, in what ways?Compared those who had mentor (360) with those who didn’t (156),who had man advocate (393) with those who didn’t (123),who attended WIL event (176) with those who didn’t (340).Where did having each of these make a difference, in terms of leadership skills?Widest gaps in leadership skill preparation (greatest statistically significant differences):Having mentor makes difference:  networking/building social capital, grant writing, fundraising  those with mentor, felt far greater prepared at…Fundraising important for presidents/development officersGrant writing important for deans/presidentsHaving man advocate makes difference:  navigating org politics, conflict management, mediationPossibly related to “advocacy mindset”Participating in WIL programming makes difference:  change management, grant writing, board leadershipDon’t see direct connection to WIL curriculum, but as staff at ATS… very encouraging bc these are some of themes trying to emphasizeImportant to note:  with analysis tool used, can’t claim causation—or direction—but…interesting to consider the particular relationshipsLeadership skill preparation (quote: “prove it again”)   Debbie



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Interviews, 2017

When I was in the university setting, the 
provost there, I just was very privileged 
to watch how she managed her office, 

and how she went about doing 
institutional effectiveness with so much 

grace and professionalism…

(White Mid-level Leader)

Preparation for Leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership Skill PreparationSecond, survey question:  How well prepared are you with the following leadership skills?Sometimes, learn skills from mentor through role modeling/observation:“when I was in the university setting, the provost there, I just was very privileged to watch how she managed her office, and how she went about doing institutional effectiveness with so much grace and professionalism” [Evangelical, White Mid-level Leader]***What do women in theological education need:  advocacy, also leadership skill preparation.Challenges   Debbie



Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengesSession at Presidents’ Intensive:  Does stained glass ceiling still exist?Spoiler alert:  yes, it does.  30% threshold not yet broken (see conference folder for h-o)Perhaps, may not look the same as 20 years ago…?  (Refer:  BBZ’s presentation)In this study:  where do the glass ceilings remain?  In what forms?Factors preventing advancement of women   Debbie



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Challenges
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengesSurvey question:  Top three factors preventing women from advancing in theological education?Some systemic; others—appear initially personal/individual, but as we have experienced…systemic and individual issues  all inter-relatedSome of these factors were correlated to specific characteristics of the women who answered them (significant correlations):Raised children  more likely to have said “work-life balance” prevents advancementWomen older  “starting late professionally”Race (URM)  “microaggressions”Also, some ecclesial differences:RCO-school  “confessional constraints”EV-school  “lack of women role models”ML-school  “lack of executive sponsor”Women from schools organizationally committed* to women’s leadership  less likely to name “impenetrable boy’s club” as a top factor that prevents women’s advancement*Org climate favors develop women leaders, board 1/3 women, recruits diverseOne specific area:  harassment based on gender   Debbie



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Interviews, 2017

Challenges

We need to stop creating a 
culture, especially in theological 
education, where women have to 
continually prove themselves in 

order to be seen as valid.

(Senior Leader of Color, emphasis added)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ChallengesSurvey question:  Top three factors preventing women from advancing in theological education?A quote from interviews illustrates both “org’l norms that don’t value women’s ways of leading” and org’l norms that don’t value women leading (i.e., “impenetrable boy’s club”):Quote (mainline, senior, of color, emphasis added):“We need to stop creating a culture, especially in theological education, where women have to continually prove themselves in order to be seen as valid.”“Prove It Again” bias…Legal scholar, Joan C. Williams (What Works for Women at Work, New York Univ Press)  men’s leadership opportunities are premised on their potential; women must prove their leadership quality through achievements…again and again;even when women have lead in the past, it doesn’t count as much in the future True also for theological education?One specific area:  harassment based on gender   Debbie
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How often did you report the harassment?

Never
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Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Challenges: Harassment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*In this question, "harassment" includes a range of behaviors, both verbal and nonverbal, either "aimed at sexual cooperation" or to convey "insulting, hostile, and degrading attitudes about women" (Fitzgerald et al., 1995). Challenges—Harassment:One of the questions we felt had to ask  when look at literature about women in workplace…have to ask about harassment.Of course, when distributed survey early last year, had no idea #MeToo would explode as it did   very timelyTwo questions:  1-Share Question 1      2-Share Definition (above)     3-Click first graph1)  In your professional roles in theological education, how often have you experienced harassment* based on your gender?  (53% at least once)Couple comments:2 types  one is typically understood as “sexual harassment”; second may not be sexual, but more than microaggressionAt least half women  could name clearly defined moment of harassment2) How often did you report the harassment?  (65% never)Almost 2/3 not reporting  important to note 53% who experienced are not some “angry women trying to stir up trouble”Why not reported  did not ask in survey, but several interviewees indicated women can’t trust the reporting systemBroad definition used—unsure which part of definition women were using when respondedAt minimum, raises questions  need for follow-up research and further analysisHarassment item:You may know of someone—an individual:  definitely a personal issueBut also more than an individual issue; with 53% indicating at least “once or twice” is a systemic issue…schools and ATS are not immune and must find ways to attend to;will discuss systemic approaches later, during table discussionExpectations list   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Challenges: Harassment 

Expectations of women’s leadership—all significantly correlated to “harassment”

• I am expected to lead like a man.
• When I lead like a man, I am criticized for not being feminine enough.
• I am expected to lead in a more caring/nurturing way than the way male colleagues lead.

• I speak up in meetings as often as male colleagues.
• My ideas are heard in meetings.
• Male colleagues regularly take credit for my ideas.

• I am perceived as too emotional.
• I have been asked to do administrative tasks (or hospitality tasks) that male colleagues of the 

same rank would not be expected to do.

• People expect me to be more collaborative than male colleagues.
• People take my decisions more personally than they do for male colleagues’ decisions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lacked some clarity on “harassment”; way to operationalize?Noted that harassment item correlated with various survey items—no discernable pattern—but one set of questions statistically significantly correlated with every item in set, so focused on that set of questions:Series of questions about perceived expectations of women’s leadership:  (click)I am expected to lead like a man. (click)When I lead like a man, I am criticized for not being feminine enough. (click)I am expected to lead in a more caring/nurturing way than the way male colleagues lead.I speak up in meetings as often as male colleagues. (click)My ideas are heard in meetings.Male colleagues regularly take credit for my ideas.I am perceived as too emotional. (click)I have been asked to do administrative tasks (or hospitality tasks) that male colleagues of the same rank would not be expected to do. (click)People expect me to be more collaborative than male colleagues.People take my decisions more personally than they do for male colleagues’ decisions.List of items gives concrete examples of a culture that values/does not value women’s leadershipFound that the list correlates with harassment items:  women who agreed with these items, also said they’d experienced harassment(even though questions were in different parts of long survey)points to tangible way to understand harassmentgives us glimpse into organizational contexts where women experience harassment, broadly understood2 examples from list   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Expectations of Women’s Leadership
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Series of questions about perceived expectations of women’s leadershipTake a look at responses to two examples:When I lead like a man, I am criticized for not being feminine enough.  73% disagreed (20% strongly)Good to see that only a quarter said criticized for not being feminine enough  overall positive; go ahead and lead!I have been asked to do administrative or hospitality tasks that male colleagues of the same rank would not be expected to do.55% have (19% strongly)Hope in some areas; work to do in others.Consider first picture, for example….Not feminine enough…by race   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017

Expectations of Women’s Leadership
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to look more closely at these ideas, through lens of intersectionality—how does it play out for women in different racial/ethnic groups?Take first example:When I lead like a man, I am criticized for not being feminine enough.  73% disagreed (20% strongly)Good to see that only a quarter said criticized for not being feminine enough  overall positiveIf disaggregate by race, that quarter increases to almost half for Asian and Latina groups. (click)  Begs several questions:How is “feminine” defined in different communities?What roles do male dominance or “machismo” play in different communities?  Or in predominantly White communities…in terms of how women are seen?How do expectations of what is “feminine” differ, by the woman’s race?  Are White or Black women expected to be feminine in different ways than Latinas or Asian women?How do expectations of good leadership differ, by the woman’s race?Expectations summary slide   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Series of questions about perceived expectations of women’s leadershipTwo examples:When I lead like a man, I am criticized for not being feminine enough.  (73% disagree, 20% strongly)Good to see that only a quarter agree  overall positive; go ahead and lead!I have been asked to do administrative or hospitality tasks that male colleagues of the same rank would not be expected to do. (55% agree, 19% strongly)Hope in some areas; work to do in others.Consider first picture by race, for example.Nearly 50% of Asian and Latina respondents agree***Helpful to discuss harassment item in larger context of climate for women—do they feel valued?  Do they feel safe?How can school create climate that is more valuing of/safe for women?Great list of questions to ask the women leaders in your school—perhaps start hereSometimes, undervaluing women and women in leadership is direct…as in this list…Quote (male interiority)   Jo Ann



Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Interviews, 2017

Challenges: Harassment 

I decided to redesign the program so we’ll be value centered…. 
It was a little different for the faculty who are primarily 

male.  I kinda had to think about my previous career…and I 
had to develop presentations in such a way that the faculty 
could see exactly what I was doing.  I had to translate it in 

such a way to make them seem as though I was merely 
answering questions that they had asked before.

(Mid-level Leader of Color, emphasis added)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…sometimes that undervaluing is less visible as when you have to translate your leadership for organizational culture that values male normativity…and expected to translate in order to get it done men colleagues—in an organizational culture that values male norms—are not expected to do the translating the other way…or bridge any gaps back to women leaders!Here is quote that illustrates this:	One interviewee relied on past experience in non-theological field to sell her vision:  “I decided to redesign the program so we’ll be value centered….It was a little different for the faculty who are primarily male.  I kinda had to think about my previous career...and I had to develop presentations in such a way that the faculty could see exactly what I was doing.  I had to translate it in such a way to make [it] seem as though I was merely answering questions that they had asked before.”  (Mainline, mid-level leader of color)Solutions   Debbie



SOLUTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SolutionsFor final section, move to solutions—what can we do?…not a 5-point to-do list, but concepts to considerFirst, current realities   Debbie
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Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SolutionsAs move into section on solutions… First, name current realities:  picture of possibilities, based on school’s ecclesial family…two survey questions…“Does the church, denomination, or theological position associated with your current place of employment allow for women in all leadership roles?”“Yes” = tealAbout as expected, though somewhat high for EV 	(recall under-represented in sample)Of those answering “yes” in first, asked:“Does the church, denomination, or theological position associated with your current place of employment support, promote, or funnel women into leadership roles?Nearly half of RC/O schools that allow women in leadership roles (n=30) not yet promoting them into those rolesAnd, over 20% of Mainline schools (n=51)…***Still some work to do in promoting women…these are the current realities of our respective contextsATS/WIL Impact (types of impact)   Debbie



ATS:  WIL Programming

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What areas has ATS addressed?  Quick look at WIL impact over 20 years:Approx 1/3 participated in WIL—what kind of impact did participants name (open-ended item)?As those of you who have attended WIL event will attest, 93% of survey responses were about something positive.Most frequently named:  Networking and connections (27%—[click]  ”no longer feel alone”), Encouragement and affirmation (14%—”It gave me hope that women who had achieved a level of leadership to which I aspired were once just like me”),Awareness of issues (9%—”seeing issues at institutional/systemic level”)We see similar responses in post-conference evaluations.  Good to see that types of impact haven’t changed over time.Solutions—ATS vs. School realms?   Debbie



Desire vs Opportunity

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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t(504) = -2.140, p<.05, Cohen’s D = -.19

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to see if there are more strategic ways to approach this work.In this work to advance women in leadership, where is ATS’ realm…where is the schools’ realm?Did participation in WIL programming make a difference?  (Compared WIL participant answers to two questions—with non-participants)Considered taking on higher leadership“Have you seriously considered taking on a (higher-level) leadership role at your current organization over the past year?”	Matters if ATS WIL participation. Participant (n=167)		1.38 (2-pt scale)—between “yes” and “no”Non-participant (n=339)	1.29 (2-pt scale)—”no”t(504) = -2.140, p<.05, Cohen’s D = -.19 (weak effect size)]Had ample opportunity to use leadership education?“I have had ample opportunity to use the leadership education I’ve received.”Does not matter if ATS WIL participation (both just under “agree”)Participant (n=174)		2.97 (4-pt scale)Non-participant (n=314)	2.82Not SIG***Desire to lead and opportunity to do so reside in different realms:ATS’ influence so far  expanding the vision of the individual participantPerhaps, school’s power  lies in expanding opportunity of participant once she returns from event. (click)***ATS and schools must work togetherSolutions—What can Schools do? (ample opportunity)   Debbie



Schools:  Opportunity to Lead x Climate

Source:  ATS Women in Leadership Survey, 2017
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X2 =30.207, df = 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solutions:  What can schools do?Two pieces of information that may be helpful:A) Closer look at “Ample Opportunity”Each bar:  “I have had ample opportunity to use leadership training…”:  dark, light, yellowDifferent bars:  Org climate for developing women leaders:On right—represents schools with favorable climateOn left—…schools with not so favorable climate***It’s in schools with favorable climate  where far greater opps to lead. (click)B) What do orgs with favorable climate do?Asked series of 13 “yes/no” questions to all survey respondents…on policies and priorities of the organization:Is Gender balance/parity mandated?Do have an inclusive-language policy for references to human beings?...references to God?Has parental-leave policyAllows employees to bring children to workProvides childcareHas flexible work arrangementsHas mentoring/coaching program that facilitates women’s professional developmentEtc***Compared whether had “ample opportunity to lead” with answers to each of these policies/priorities.Of 13, only these three policies/priorities (click) showed statistically significant differences:i.e., women had more opportunity to lead in schools with these prioritiesThese priorities matter for opportunities to lead.while other policies are important for other reasons, they did not matter for “opportunity to lead”***Consider these as possible solutions at school…if not already addressing?Summary   Jo Ann



Pathways

Preparation

Challenges

• Complicated nature of “tapping”  but keep doing it!
• Presence of men advocates makes difference for opportunities 

to lead
• Importance of networks of support

• Reasons for professional success:  education, skill development

• Connection between skill development and mentor/advocate 
networks

• Harassment:  experiences and reporting are best understood in 
larger context of org’l climate (valuing of/safe for women leaders)

• Intersectionality:  expectations differ by race

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary of findings presented:Career PathwaysComplicated nature of “tapping” those in power need to keep doing;	those being tapped…be alert to one-	   person advocacy on your behalfMale advocacy—makes difference for opportunities to use leadership training receivedIdentified importance of networks of supportPreparation for leadershipTop reasons selected for professional success:My educationGrowth and development in leadership skillsIn particular, need development of concrete skills related to budget, fundraising, board developmentNoted connections between mentors, advocates, participation in WIL and various types of skill developmentChallengesHarassmentover half can point to clearly defined moment, so not an individual problem  systemic issuemay be best understood in larger context of institutional climate and expectations schools/society has of women leadersexpectations of women’s leadership differ by raceCLOSING (HOPE)   Debbie



HOPE?

If you look, you can see some wonderful 
things happening as a result of your work.

Somehow we’ve gotta figure out how to 
balance the challenges and the joys.

(White Senior Leader) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looked at career pathways and support, leadership skill preparation, challenges, and possible solutionssolutions that include changing organizational climate to value women in leadership, 	mandating gender parity,	and prioritizing efforts to intentionally recruit with diversity 		and ensure more than 1/3 colleagues are women…breaking glass ceilings seem impossible?  (Warned this would be heavy material!)Strong indications of hope“if you look, you can see some wonderful things happening as a result of your work. Somehow we’ve gotta figure out how to balance the challenges and the joys” (Mainline, White senior leader)real challenges in our collective lived experience; perhaps, more emphasis needs to be placed on the “joy in doing this work”Indeed, not a single interviewee indicated she regretted moving into her leadership role;vast majority said without hesitation that they enjoy what they doHopefully, provides you hope to pursue higher levels of leadership!Q&A  Debbie



1. Briefly share:  Which best describes how you got to your current position—tapped, 
appointed/elected, asked to apply, by default, applied/initiated?

What role did mentors/advocates play?

2. In theological education, what are the pipelines for women into leadership positions 
where they can flourish?

3. How could ATS or the schools (your school) strengthen the pipelines?

Career Pathways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Career PathwaysBriefly share:  Which best describes how you got to your current position—tapped, appointed/elected, asked to apply, by default, applied/initiated?What role did mentors/advocates play?In theological education, what are the pipelines for women into leadership positions where they can flourish?How could ATS or the schools (your school) strengthen the pipelines?At end, leave 10 minutes for each table to list on poster paper:What are ATS or the schools doing well and should keep doing?Given what was presented, what new strategies should be considered going forward?



…Preparation for Leadership

1. Briefly share:  How did you develop/are you developing your skills for leadership?

What roles did mentors, advocates, education play in your success?

2. In theological education, how do we judge the potential for someone to lead?  

Is it different for men and women?

3. How could ATS or the schools (your school) help women develop needed skills for 
leadership?

How could ATS or the schools (your school) develop better networks of mentors and 
advocates?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preparation for LeadershipBriefly share:  How did you develop/are you developing your skills for leadership?What roles did mentors, advocates, education play in your success?In theological education, how do we judge the potential for someone to lead?  Is it different for men and women?How could ATS or the schools (your school) help women develop needed skills for leadership?How could ATS or the schools (your school) develop better networks of mentors and advocates?



1. Briefly share:  What are the expectations of women leaders at your school?
How do they differ for women from different races or nations of 
origin?

2. In theological education, how have you seen communities create spaces that are 
safe and that value women’s leadership?

3. How could ATS or the schools, together, strengthen theological education’s valuing of 
women leaders?

Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenges(Set up question:  data show a strong connection between organizational cultures that value/devalue women and harassment.  We’d like to explore this in conversations.)Briefly share:  What are the expectations of women leaders at your school?How do they differ for women from different races or nations of origin?In theological education, how have you seen communities create spaces that are safe and that value women’s leadership?How could ATS or the schools, together, strengthen theological education’s valuing of women leaders?



Next Steps

1. What are ATS or the schools doing well and should keep doing?

2. Given what was presented, what new strategies should ATS or 
the schools consider going forward?



Deborah H.C. Gin & Jo Ann Deasy
ATS WIL 20th Anniversary Celebration

March 1, 2018
Pittsburgh, PA
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